Startup Sales
Playbook
a guide for B2B startup sales
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The Startup Sales Scenario
Most founders that bootstrap their startup focus on
product design and development and defers the
issue of sales until they feel ready for the market.
There’s a couple of reasons for this.
Firstly, founders have a subconscious belief that what
they’re building will be so good that the market will
come and kick down their door demanding the
product.
Secondly, the idea of selling is usually foreign and
might involve potential customers saying “No
thanks”. That would be terrible.
The reality however is that founders need to master
sales. They need to live and breath the entire sales
process. They need to personally hear the prospect
who says, “No thanks” and understand why.
Founders need to put the commercial proposition on
the table and hear the objections.
Finally, founders need to close the sale.
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Getting Prepared to Sell
When you’re starting down the entrepreneurial road
with your idea, there’s a strong tendency to broaden
the use-cases your idea could be applied to.
This truly is folly and in fact what you need to do is to
identify a single use-case or problem for a very specific
market and customer persona.
Your goal is to find a way to validate or invalidate your
customer persona assumption as quickly as possible.
You’re running tests to discover whether your
assumptions are correct.
The only way to do this is the hard graft of finding the
customers who you think will buy your product and
have conversations, ideally by phone or video. I don’t
recommend running all over town having face-2-face
meetings. That method is too slow and too costly.
The key at this stage is to validate or invalidate your
assumptions and that means talk to lots of prospects.
I have some guidelines for these conversations that I’ll
include as an appendix.
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Describing Why You Exist
Every startup has to settle on a value proposition. Why
do you exist? What’s your vision? What problem are
you solving?
You’ve probably already realized that this isn’t easy,
however it’s essential to progress through this sales
playbook.
I like to suggest that you get used to telling people
about the problem you’re solving - in effect explaining
your “Why”. See diagram to the right.
Even when you meet someone and they ask, “so what
do you do?”, don’t answer that literally, instead answer
with the problem you solve. This is a great test for the
words you use.
When you say, “I’m the founder of a startup that solves
the problem of…….(insert your words here)”, does the
person look engaged, do they ask for more information
or your business card?
Practice your value proposition until you know that it is
prompting interest and a request for more information.
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Finding Your Prospects
Good news is that it’s likely all of your prospects will
have some form of online presence, even if only being
listed on a company website. More likely is that they will
have a LinkedIn profile.
Searching using filters on LinkedIn will probably yield a
sufficient number of results for you to start your
prospecting work. Search by country, industry, location
and title.
Before you make contact ensure your website and your
LinkedIn profile are highly professional. Your prospect
will first look at you before accepting a Connect request.
Ideally you will also have written several posts or articles
that demonstrate your knowledge and expertise.
For B2B startups selling to people who don’t have an
online presence, the work is clearly harder. This may
require that you get involved with face-2-face
networking at conferences and events. It’s a case of
doing whatever-it-takes.
Get yourself organized to list your prospects and track
your progress. That could mean a CRM or something as
simple as a spreadsheet.
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Asking for Help or a Phone Chat
The people you want to sell to are almost certainly busy
doing their job. If they have the problem you think they
have then they should be open to your enquiry or request
for some of their time. People are far more likely to accept
a request for a phone chat than a request for a meeting.
After all you believe that you have a solution to a problem
they have that is causing pain or frustration and you can
make their life better.
If this process is running through LinkedIn then here are
the steps to follow:
1. send a personalized Connect request. NEVER EVER send
a generic request
2. when they accept, ensure you reply saying thanks
3. a few days later send a message with a link to
something relevant and of value that you have written and
posted on LinkedIn and ask would they please Comment
4. when you know they have engaged with your content
send a message asking would they help you to complete
your research into refining your solution
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Asking for Help or a Phone Chat
The previous slide outlined how to ask for help via
LinkedIn.
If your prospect isn’t on LinkedIn then you need to
either send email or use the phone. Phone is harder
because it’s an interruption that may not be
convenient. Cold-calling is both a lost art and rarely
does it get results these days.
If you need to resort to email then here are the steps
to follow:
1. your email should be concise and have a headline
that can capture attention
2. the body of the email should be one or two short
sentences and three clear bullet points
3. if you can send the email from a CRM that confirms
it’s been opened then all the better
4. if you get no response then send at least one more
email and assume your first email wasn’t opened or
read
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The Goal of Making Contact
When your prospect replies or engages in some way
remember it’s the start of what could be a long
conversation.
You’re trying to develop a relationship that is 2-way.
You get some great questions or feedback and you
have an opportunity to ask more questions that will
be useful to your sales efforts and product
development.
The hard reality is that sales is THE hardest part of
your startup journey.
You need to come to terms with the fact that as the
founder it’s essential that you personally prove that
there is a repeatable and hopefully scalable sales
process.
If you can’t do that then it’s unlikely anyone else will
be able to.
Selling your idea is roughly 8x more effort than
developing the idea.
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Being Organized
Sales is where the rubber hits the road. All your efforts
in other aspects of your startup will matter for nought
unless you can create a proven process for selling the
solution.
When I say, “proven process” that includes being
organized and tracking the process.
Ideally this can be done with a CRM, however it’s not
essential. You can be quite well organized using
something as basic as a spreadsheet as long as you’re
disciplined about updating the data.
There is no more valuable way to impress a potential
investor or new hire than to explain the fine detail of
your sales process.
As founder when you personally achieve sales and
truly understand the process and why customers buy,
your passion for what you’ve achieved will be tangible
and impressive.
Reach out to SEVENmile Venture Lab for help or
advice. https://www.sevenmile.org.au/
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Final Thoughts
Launching yourself into the world of selling can be
one of the toughest challenges you’ll experience in
business. And yet it also can be one of your greatest
achievements and one that you can derive great
satisfaction from.
I remember a past boss who loved sales explaining
that selling only ever works on a win-win basis when
you’re confident that you can solve the customer’s
problem and when you do that the customer will
appreciate your value.
For sales newbies I have also attached a slide deck
that explains how you should develop your persona
and how to be a person of influence.

We Can
all be
Powerful
Influencers

How to influence and succeed
by Greg Twemlow

I titled the deck, “We Can all be Powerful Influencers How to Influence and Succeed”. It’s attached as an
appendix.
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Reach out to SEVENmile Venture Lab for help or
advice. https://www.sevenmile.org.au/
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Guide to Customer
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“The process of determining problem-solution
fit starts with understanding your customer.”

“Trying to learn from customer conversations
is like excavating a delicate archaeological site.
The truth is down there somewhere, but it’s
fragile.”

Interviewing Requires Discipline
Discovery not leading
Open not closed questions
It's all about them not you (or your product)
Patient listening not interrupting
Structured and flexible
Empathy not indifference
Audience gets value from the conversation

The Approach
1. Talk about their life instead of your idea
2. Ask about specifics in the past instead of
generics or opinions about the future
3. Never jump in and interrupt with your
conclusion
4. Talk less and listen more

Example F2F Discovery Questions
"What’s the hardest part about [problem context]? e.g. visiting
Manly"
“What are the implications of that?”
"How often do you experience this problem?"
"Can you tell me about the last time it happened?”
“Can you tell me about your worst experience with this problem?”
"What, if anything, have you tried to solve the problem?"
“How do you feel about the costs to solve the problem?”
“What else have you tried?”
“What would your dream solution be?”
“Is there anything else I should have asked?”
“Who else should I talk to?”
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How to influence and succeed
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CONTEXT

Sales and revenue are the lifeblood
of the company where you work. Whether
it’s your company or not, it’s vital that you
appreciate your role in helping to grow the
top-line of the business. It’s always been
this way and now even more so given the
customer is in control of so much of the
sales process. To contribute, you need to
know how to influence and you need to
know you can influence. When you sense
an opportunity to be influential and you’re
confident that you can do it in a way that
truly helps and adds value then you’ve
achieved a win-win-win - for yourself,
your company and your customer.
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Start by
establishing

RAPPORT
with whomever
you want/need
to influence
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Rapport
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

You cannot

INFLUENCE
without rapport

Rapport occurs when two or more
people feel that they are in sync or on
the same wavelength because they feel
similar or relate well to each other.
Rapport is theorized to include three
behavioral components: mutual
attention, mutual positivity, and
coordination. For example, they may
realize that they share similar values,
beliefs, knowledge, or behaviors around
politics, business or sports.
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to have Rapport, be

Interested &
Interesting

and you can’t fake it
The thing about people is that we
are creatures guided by our
interests. When things pique our
interest, we make efforts. We perk
up our ears. We read a few more
paragraphs. We listen longer. We
give the benefit of the doubt. We
pursue, we connect. And if our
interest is rewarded with even more
things of interest, the cycle
continues.

INTERESTED:
the key to achieving rapport is to be
sincerely interested in the people you
engage with. And this is something for
which there is no script. It’s something
that you do by changing your mindset.
You have to be naturally curious about the
other person, and not in a way where
you’re looking for secrets, motivation, or
things to leverage and manipulate for your
own gain. You have to be curious about
what makes them happy, what they see
as their purpose, what they’re like when
they’re with their most trusted confidant.
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to Influence, be

Interested &
Interesting
and you can’t fake it

INTERESTING:
People are interested in those with depth, who
are thoughtful and multi-dimensional — people
with nuance. But how do you become that kind
of person? It’s simpler than you think. You need
to be open-minded, or to put another way — you
need to be interested in things. Inquisitive and
eager to learn. Be sincere about learning and
enriching yourself. Gain varied life experiences,
with various kinds of people. Listen to different
kinds of music, read widely. The broader your
body of knowledge and experience, the more
people you can connect with and the more you
can multiply their interest in you.
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RAPPORT=LISTEN+EMPATHY+INTERESTED

Establish

2

TRUST
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TRUST

ALWAYS deliver
on
your promises

ALWAYS
be responsive

ALWAYS answer
questions
honestly
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Common ground

is the basis for rapport

honesty the basis for trust

Establish

3

CONFIDENCE
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To establish

confidence
prove your reliability
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RELIABILITY

ALWAYS
stable under
pressure

ALWAYS
emotionally
calm

ALWAYS
deliver what you
promise to do
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RAPPORT+TRUST+
CONFIDENCE=
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INFLUENTIAL
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CONGRATULATIONS !!
YOU NOW HAVE THE BASIC KNOWLEDGE
TO BE A SUCCESSFUL INFLUENCER.
If you can plug yourself into that cycle of
influence, the benefits are great and
sustained. Be interested, be interesting,
then be influential.
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P.S. - Building Networks:
An incredibly important part of business is that of
networking. It shouldn’t and can’t simply be left to sales
and marketing people to do this. Your company needs
a clear process as to how staff can use LinkedIn to build
larger networks and support sales. LinkedIn is an
incredible engine that can propel your company value
proposition globally. So, make sure that you have a plan
and a process as to how all your staff can be a part of
connecting and spreading the great story of your
company using LinkedIn and other Social media
channels if appropriate.
If you need help to work all this out and get a LinkedIn
program running, please Connect with me and ask for
help. Best wishes https://www.linkedin.com/in/gregtwemlow/
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THANK YOU FOR VIEWING THIS DECK
WANT TO KNOW MORE?
HAVE QUESTIONS?
CONNECT WITH ME ON LINKEDIN
http://www.linkedin.com/in/gregtwemlow
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